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The Orchards, 8a Planetree Road
Hale, Altrincham, Cheshire, WA15 9JL

£1,195,000

energy efficiency
In line with Government Legislation, we are able to provide an Energy Performance Certificate (EPC) rating (see below)
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The energy efficiency rating is a measure of the
overall efficiency of a home. The higher the rating
the more energy efficient the home is and the
lower the fuel bills will be.

The environmental impact rating is a measure of a
home's impact on the environment in terms of
carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions. The higher the
rating the less impact it has on the environment.

To Follow

A UNIQUE SINGLE STOREY DETACHED FAMILY SIZED HOME, UNSEEN FROM THE ROAD
ON A BEAUTIFUL SOUTH FACING 0.40 ACRE PLOT WITHIN WALKING DISTANCE OF
HALE VILLAGE. 3200sqft.
Open Plan Hall. Cloaks/WC. Two/Three Receptions. Breakfast Kitchen. Utility. Three/Four Bedrooms. Two
Bathrooms. Gated Driveway. Double Garage.

From Watersons Hale Office proceed along Ashley
Road in the direction of Ashley and take the left
turning at St Peter's Church into Harrop Road.
Follow the road to the right where it becomes
Planetree Road, proceed along for some distance
and the property will be found on the right hand
side.

AGENTS NOTES Please note that we have not tested any apparatus, equipment, fixtures, fittings or services and so cannot verify the they are in working order or fit for their purpose. Furthermore solicitors should confirm
moveable items described in the sales particulars are in fact included in the sale since circumstances do change during marketing or negotiations. A final inspection is recommended prior to the exchange of contracts. Although
we try to ensure accuracy, measurements used in this brochure may be approximate. Therefore if intending purchasers need accurate measurements in order to have carpets fitted or ensure that existing furniture will fit they
should take the measurements themselves.

For further information or to arrange a viewing of this property please do not hesitate to contact our
Hale Office on 0161 941 6633 or via hale@watersons.net

A really rather unique Detached Single Storey property, far too interesting to simply call a Bungalow and standing on a rather delightful 0.40
acre South facing Garden Plot.
Indeed, the custom built design of the property maximises the beauty of the plot with all the Principal Rooms being South facing and
overlooking the Gardens to provide delightful outlooks.
The property is virtually unseen from the road, approached via a long Gated Driveway and even as you approach the front of the house, it
is quite unassuming, yet the plot opens up considerably into the substantial Garden, which enjoys a wonderful mature backdrop of trees
within the boundaries of this and neighbouring properties providing complete privacy and a beautiful outlook.
The house itself is substantial with the accommodation extending to approximately 3300sqft including the Double Garage and has many
design characteristics typical of this 1970's era, in particular featuring tall, wide windows providing an abundance of natural light.
Whilst a Bungalow property might typically be considered to be the property of choice for a downsizer, this particular property is equally
suitable to a downsizer or a family, with Two/Three Reception Rooms in addition to a Breakfast Kitchen and up to Four Bedrooms served
by Two Bathrooms, including a Principal Bedroom suite of Bedroom, Dressing Room and En Suite Bathroom.

Externally, the front of the property is approached via a remote control operated Gated Entrance to a Driveway providing extensive off
street Parking and in turn leading to the Attached Double Garage with remote control operated door.
The Gardens to the property are without doubt one of the most exciting features with a wide block paved patio area returning across the
back of the house. Beyond, the Garden is laid to a large expanse of lawn with deep mature borders, profusely stocked with shrubs,
bushes, mature trees and plants, with trees within the boundaries of both this and neighbouring properties providing wonderful outlooks and
enormous privacy.
The Gardens return around the property providing additional Garden and Courtyard seating areas.
This truly beautiful Garden completes a rather unique family sized home in a truly first class location.
AGENTS NOTE: There is a covenant in force on the property which renders it unlikely that an incoming purchaser would be able to create
a two storey house on this plot, protecting the integrity of the original design.
Approx Gross Floor Area = 3308 Sq. Feet
= 307.3 Sq. Metres
(inc. Garage and Storm Porch)

The property is well appointed throughout with a particularly high specification and refitted Kitchen.

Dressing
Room
10'1" x 7'9"
3.07 x 2.36

The location is supremely convenient on this most desirable road within walking distance of Hale Village with its range of fashionable
shops, eateries and bars.
In further detail the accommodation comprises:

Bedroom 2
16'10"x 15'0"
5.13 x 4.57
(max)

Wide pillared Porch. Heavy panelled Entrance doors to the Open Plan Hall. A substantial area extending to over 40ft in length with natural
wood flooring.
Cloak Room and WC with a window to the front and cloaks cupboards with a vanity unit wash hand basin and WC. Wood flooring.

Principal
Bedroom 1

Open plan in design to the 350sqft Living Area with full height windows and patio doors giving access to and enjoying a beautiful aspect of
the Gardens. Limestone design fireplace surround with inset living flame fire.

15'0" x 14'9"
4.57 x 4.50

Bedroom 3
19'3" x 15'1"
5.87 x 4.60
(max)

From the Open Plan Hall doors give access to the Living Accommodation.
Inner
Hall

Sitting Room/Bedroom Four. An ideal day to day informal Living Room but also with potential to be used as a Fourth Bedroom, with full
width patio doors and window enjoying a delightful aspect of the Gardens and having extensive custom built cabinets and media unit.
Wood flooring.

17'4" x 7'7"
5.28 x 2.31

Dining
Room

Dining Room approached via double doors and also access via the Kitchen, with wide French door and window giving access to and
enjoying an aspect of the Courtyard Garden Area. Natural wood flooring. Walk in storage.

15'6" x 15'1"
4.72 x 4.60

Living
Room

Broadly L-Shaped Breakfast Kitchen with windows to two elevations and tiled flooring throughout. The Kitchen is fitted with an extensive
range of white laminate fronted Poggenpohl units with worktops over, arranged around an Island unit with breakfast bar. Integrated
appliances by Neff and Milee include stainless steel double ovens, four ring induction hob, combination microwave oven, extractor fan,
dishwasher, fridge and freezer units. The Breakfast Area features a delightful atrium skylight window.

11'10"

24'5" x 18'2"
7.44 x 5.54

Utility Room with a window and door to outside and comprehensively fitted with an extensive range of units, worktops and sink unit. Space
for a washing machine and dryer. A door leads outside to the front and a further door to the Integral Garage.
Breakfast
Kitchen

Rear Hall with a window overlooking the Gardens and with access to the Bedroom Accommodation and a large airing cupboard housing
the gas fired central heating boiler.
Principal Bedroom One with a wide window enjoying a delightful Garden view. Extensive mirror fronted built in wardrobes.
Door to the En Suite Bathroom with a window overlooking the Garden and fitted with a white suite with chrome fittings, providing a bath, 'his
and her' wash hand basins set into a marble top vanity unit with toiletry cupboard above and below, corner shower cubicle with thermostatic
shower and housing for a WC and bidet. Extensive tiling to the walls and floor. Shoe Cupboard.

22'3" x 15'0"
6.78 x 4.57
(max)

Utility
18'8" x 6'6"
5.69 x 1.98

8'8"

En Suite Dressing Room with a window to the side and extensively fitted with clothes hanging rails and shelving.
Guest Bedroom Two with a wide window overlooking the Garden areas. Extensive built in wardrobes.
Bedroom Three/Study with a window overlooking the Gardens. Extensive built office furniture, wardrobes and storage cupboards.
Bedrooms Two and Three are served by a 'Jack and Jill' En suite Bathroom with a white suite and chrome fittings, providing a corner bath,
wash hand basin, WC and shower cubicle. Extensive tiling to the walls and floor.

Garage
18'2" x 17'2"
5.54 x 5.23

Open Plan
Hall

Sitting Room/
Bedroom 4
14'9" x 12'2"
4.50 x 3.71

